Use of a loudness model for hearing aid fitting: II. Hearing aids with multi-channel compression.
A model for predicting loudness for people with cochlear hearing loss was applied to the problem of the initial fitting of a multi-channel compression hearing aid. The fitting was based on two constraints: (1) The specific loudness pattern evoked by speech of a moderate level (65 dB SPL) should be reasonably flat (equal loudness per critical band), and the overall loudness should be similar to that evoked in a normal listener by 65-dB speech (about 23 sones for binaural listening); (2) Speech with an overall level of 45 dB SPL should just be audible in all frequency bands from 500 Hz up to about 4 kHz, provided that this does not require compression ratios exceeding about 3. These two constraints were used to determine initial values for the gain, compression ratio and compression threshold in each channel of a multi-channel compression system. This initial fitting was based entirely on audiometric thresholds; it does not require suprathreshold loudness measures. The fitting method was evaluated using an experimental fast-acting four-channel compression system. The initial fitting was followed by an adaptive procedure to 'fine tune' the fitting, and the aids were then used in everyday life. Performance was evaluated by use of questionnaires and by measures of speech intelligibility. Although the fine tuning resulted in modest changes in the fitting parameters for some subjects, on average the frequency response shapes and compression ratios were similar before and after the fine tuning. The fittings led to satisfactory loudness impressions in everyday life and to high speech intelligibility over a wide range of levels. It was concluded that the initial fitting method gives reasonable starting values for the fine tuning.